TOPIC ONE First in a series attempting to unravel and illustrate the links between your money and Industrial Wind.

NY State Clean Energy Funding
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Your wages,
paid as taxes...

fund NY State agencies
(that award long term “partner”
contracts to industrial wind and
green energy companies for
producing electricity.) Without
a partner, industrial wind is not
profitable and project will not
be built.*
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NY State agency pays for green
electricity and calls those
megawatts RPS “attributes”.
They are then converted to REC
“certificates” that your utility
company is mandated (forced) to
buy and pass the cost on to you.**
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You are then mandated (forced) to pay
“premiums” for the green energy
contracts with a line item (SBC) charge
on your electric bill.**
(money goes back to the NY State agency
to fund wind company projects. Essentially
you are paying the land owners’ leases,
PILOT, etc., as well as all the administration
costs associated with this funding, and
Industrial Wind is encouraged to take credit for
stimulating the NY State economy.)
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visit:

nnywind.com
how big wind works
sources: *Avangrid September 2016 - March 2017; **NYSERDA annual reports 2005 - 2016. We encourage
you to further research these topics to better educate yourself, your friends and family. Visit our website and
use the source links to view video, documents and explore other websites for more information.
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AND, THAT’S NOT ALL
AND, THAT’S NOT ALL

see

AND, THAT’S NOT ALL

see TOPIC TWO
for an explanation of
how you fund federal
production tax credits.

for an explanation of
“partner” contracts and
the current projects in
our area using this
model for their income.

see TOPIC FOUR
for an explanation of
how big wind uses the
tax equity market.

TOPIC THREE

